
 

 

A comparative study of the intertextual perspectives revealed in Fritz Lang’s 1927 film 

‘Metropolis’ and George Orwell’s 1949 novel ‘1984’ reveals that the resolutions of a text 

echo the sentiments of the composer, which in turn are based upon their contextual concerns 

and values. The ending of ‘Metropolis’ offers an existentialistic, optimistic view about the 

potential of modernity despite evident tensions between the capability of technological 

advancements to enhance or subjugate humanity, an anxiety of the Weimar public during the 

rise of mechanisation and industrialisation. On the other hand, the resolution of ‘1984’ offers 

a nihilistic view about individual attempts to challenge existing power and social constructs 

within a totalitarian regime. Both texts consider the relationship between authority and the 

individual, and the role of technology, which reflect respective contextual concerns about 

extreme political ideologies and the manipulation of citizens. 

 

The ending of Lang’s ‘Metropolis’ evokes the idea that it is essential to acknowledge and 

recognize that authoritative figures must give compassion in return for workers’ participation, 

in order for effective production to occur. This is reflective of Lang’s context, in which 

economic ideologies such as Fordism and the Scientific Theory of Management created 

anxiety within the Weimar public about becoming dispensable and having to do regimented 

labour in poor working conditions. This is evident when Freder realizes that he must step in 

as them mediator between the two representatives of the capitalist authority and the 

subjugated workers. It is here that the epigram from the beginning of the film is reiterated: 

“The mediator between head and hands must be the heart!” The human attributes of ‘head’, 

which is a metonymy reflective of cruel labour, and ‘heart’, which is ironically juxtaposed by 

scenes of mass machinery but is now accompanied by the conciliation of the two opposing 

parties. The circular structure of the film creates a sense of hopefulness and optimism. It is 

also evident that Lang does not privilege the notion of rebellion, as seen in the mob mentality 

of rioting workers who disregarded the consequences of their dissent. This has been replaced 

by their seeking of reconciliation, which reflects Lang’s message that the potential of 

modernity relies upon the respect and acknowledgement of the humane treatment of workers 

without exploiting technology. Thus, it is clear that the ending of ‘Metropolis’ offers an 

optimistic view of technological modernism, which reflects the hopeful attitudes of Lang’s 

context.  

 

In contrast, ‘1984’ offers a nihilistic ending that reflects upon the failure of individual acts of 

rebelling to successfully challenge the status quo. This concept echoes Orwell’s concerns of 

how democracy holds the potential to eradicate autonomy and individuality through the 

invasion of privacy, but the power of totalitarian regimes is reliant upon citizens adhering to 

doctrines by complying with their beliefs. In the resolution, Winston renounces his previous 

beliefs and instead reflects upon his admiration for Big Brother. The sensory imagery of 

“gin-scented tears” evokes the idea that even his emotional expression can be tainted by the 

influences of The Party. This also offers the motif of ‘gin’ which was used by The Party to 

ensure citizens remain compliant and ignorant to the realities of the regime. This echoes 

Orwell’s context as totalitarian regimes such as Stalin, communism and fascism would often 

manipulate followers using fear or substances that could suppress their autonomy and 

expression of individuality. Thus, it is clear that the ending of ‘1984’ expresses contextual 

concerns about how totalitarian regimes manipulate citizens and effectively subjugate 

individual expression through substance addiction.  

 

Additionally, Lang upholds his conservative contextual Christian values in the resolution of 

his film ‘Metropolis’, which further reinforces the sense of optimism and hope for the 

potential of modernity. The ending embodies the notion of social syncretism, and the 



 

 

amalgamation of different perspectives, which provides hope to the audience as a mutual 

understanding has been established between the authority and the individual. This is 

effectively conveyed as the workers gather in mass uniformity outside the Cathedral for the 

purpose of seeking conciliation, rather than retribution for the harsh working conditions they 

have complied with. The long shot capturing Freder acting as a mediator between the worker 

and the economic authority further exaggerates Lang’s Christian values as Freder is dressed 

in light coloured clothing which contrasts the dimly lit setting and dark clothing of the other 

parties. This contrast portrays Freder the mediator as a figure of Salvation and reconciliation, 

reflecting the hopeful attitudes of Lang’s context about the potential for modernity and 

capitalism, despite the challenge of overcoming mindsets similar to the Fordism ideology. 

Despite the Weimar public’s anxieties about the fear of displaying individuality to risk 

unemployment or punishment, as well as the pressure of hyperinflation, Lang’s message is 

that there is a possibility for the tensions between authority and the individual to be resolved. 

The existentialistic ending embodies Catholic values and establishes a sense of hope in the 

audience about the future.  

 

The ending of ‘1984’ is essentially a warning and criticism of the capability of totalitarian 

regimes to overwhelm and pressure citizens into complying with their views. In addition to 

the encouragement of monitoring and reporting fellow citizens, creating a constant paranoia 

among the public, and only allowing people to regard each other as comrades, The Party also 

uses torture and Newspeak as means to manipulate individuals in order to discourage any 

expression of individuality. The impacts and capabilities of this is reflected in Winston’s 

transformation in the end: “But it was all right… the struggle was finished. He had won the 

victory over himself.” The satirical reflection on his repeated lamentations and shame of 

opposing the Big Brother is ironic, as his internal ‘battle’ represents him succumbing to the 

indoctrination of Party beliefs. This is reinforced when he “unconsciously” traces “2+2=5” 

on the table, as the motif of the fabricated statement represents his lack of individual thought. 

This is also captured in the line “He loved Big Brother”, which delivers an anti-hero ending 

but offers a circular structure which demonstrates Winston’s change due to torture by The 

Party. Orwell therefore offers a nihilistic view of the individual’s unsuccessful attempts to 

challenge the status quo.  

 

Thus, both composer’s endings reflect their contextual concerns and values as they explore 

the impacts of technology’s exploitation by totalitarian regimes which echo their context as 

capitalism and control are privileged over humanity.  


